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Subjunctives, Unselected Embedded Questions, and Clausal Polarity Items
David Adger & Josep Quer
University of York & OTS/Universiteit Utrecht

0.

In�uction

This paper! examines the notion of Clause Type (Cheng 199 1), which is
standardly assumed to be a function of the syntactic and semantic properties of an
embedded clause (specified on the complementiser C and on verbal inflection V and I)
and its embedding predicate. We examine a potentially problematic construction, which
we term the Unselected Embedded Question (UEQ), and argue that the Clause Type of a
UEQ involves not only the syntactic and semantic specification of C and I, but also of a
polar determiner D which heads the clause. We show how a complex set of distributional
correlations between the specifications of C, I, V and D straightforwardly derives from
two Minimalist principles:
A Only uninterpretable features attract (Chomsky 1995: 282)
B The Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky 1995: 3 1 1 )
1.

Basic Data: Selection and Meaning

The structure of embedded clauses (Clause Type, following Cheng 1991) is
usually assumed to be a function of s-selectional requirements of a head interacting with
some local syntactic specification, such as c-selection or Case (Grimshaw 1979, Pesetsky
1982, 1991). There is an apparent problem for this view in a class of cases where a head
which seemingly s-selects for one clause type will occur with another2:

1 The authors would like to thank the participants of NELS 27 for comments on the presentation and
especially the following people for further comments on the ideas or draft text: Elena Anagnostopoulou,
Peter Coopmans, Martin Everaen, Arild Hestvik, Anastasia Giannakidou, Itziar Laka, Lea Nash, Bernadette
Plunkett, Georges Tsoulas and Chris Wilder.
2 In this paper we will not consider either embedded Wh-Questions, (see Berman 1991, Lahiri 1991), or
embedded Yes/No questions introduced by whethu.Whether-clauses seem to differ from if-clauses in
several respects:
(i) They have a wider distribution. Moreover, they can occur as universal concessive (Whetheryou like it or
not, I'll go vs. *Ifyou like it or not, I'll go); (ii) They seem to require a disjunction ( whether or not you like
it vs. *if or not you like it); (iii) They can have a non-finite verb (whether to go);(iv) Whether has been
analysed as an XP Wh constituent in [Spec, CP), whereas if is head.
It appears that the languages we consider here have the counterpart to if, but not to whether. See Kayne
1991, Nakajima 1996, Stuurman 1991.

C 1997 David Adger and Josep Quer
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1.1

Selectional Data

The sample of embedding verbs under (Ia), which will be labeled here as
P(roposition-selecting)-predicates for convenience, appear to normally s-select a
proposition withs a declarative clause type, namely a that-clause in English; when the CP
embedded under the same class of verbs takes the form of an subordinate Yes/No
Question, the structure yields an odd interpretation which we mark with the symbol #.
We will claim below that this contrast is not really one of grammaticality (contrary to the
usual assumption in the literature), but arises due to a mismatch of semantic features, and
is therefore a contrast in interpretability.
(1)

a. I knew/admitted/heard/said that the bartender was happy
b.#I knew/admitted/heard/said if the bartender was happy

The contrast in (1} can be duplicated with adjectives like 'obvious' or 'clear', which
appear to s-select for a Proposition (2a), and not for a Question (2b).
(2)

a.

It was obvious/clear that the bartender was happy
b.#lt was obvious/clear if the bartender was happy

P-predicates, of course, contrast with Q(uestion-selecting)-predicates like 'ask, wonder'.
Interestingly, there is a set of contexts where the oddness of a question embedded
under a P-predicate disappears, as in the case of a matrix Yes/No Question (3a, 4a) or of
matrix negation (3b, 4b). We call these occurrences of if-clauses under P-predicates
Unselected Embedded Questions (UEQs). The unproblematic character of these instances
of embedded questions as opposed to the unnatural ones mentioned in (1b) and (2b) is
noted in the literature, (see Bresnan 1972, who assigns the status of ungrammaticality to
examples comparable to the ( l b. 2b) cases).
(3)

a. Did Julie know/admit/hear/say if the bartender was happy?
b. Julie didn't know/admit/hear/say if the bartender was happy

(Yes/No)
(Neg)

(4)

a. Was it obvious/clear if the bartender was happy?
b. It wasn't obvious/clear if the bartender was happy

(Yes/No)
(Neg)

However, not all predicates allow for a UEQ as a complement, even if questioned
or negated, as shown in (5): verbs like 'claim, assume, maintain' consistently reject a UEQ
where P-predicates license one. This set of verbs seems to coincide with Catte.ll's 1978
volunteer-stance predicates, although further examination is required 3.

(5)

a. Julie claimed/assumed/maintained thatl*if the bartender was happy
b. Did Julie claim/assume/maintain thatl*if the bartender was happy?
c. Julie didn't claim/assume/maintain thatl*if the bartender was happy

The same observation has also been made for languages other than English and
appears to be a robust cross-linguistic fact. For instance, Thniinsson 1979 gives the

3 According to Cattell's 1978 classification, stance verbs commit the subject "to some deictic stance on the
truth of the complement, and hence on the desirability of its becoming commonly accepted" as shared
ground in the discourse. He distinguishes response stance verbs (accept, agree, admit, deny) and
volunteered-stance verbs (allege, assume, believe, claim, maintain, say): while the former take as
complement propositions that constitute a real or potential response, the latter "refer to what a response can
be made to."
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Icelandic examples in (6) and Martinez Marin 1985 shows that the same phenomenon
occurs in Spanish (7). Catalan (8) is a further illustration of the same observation:
(6)

a. ?*Eg veit hvort J6n er farinn
I know whether John has left
b. Eg veit ekki hvort J6n er farinn
I know not whether John has left
c. Veist pt1 hvort J6n er farinn?
know you whether John has left

(7)

a. Reconocieron [que/ #si ternan las llaves]
admit.PST.3PL that/ #if have.3PL the keys
They admitted that/ #if they had the keys.'
b. Reconocieron [si tenfan las Haves]?
admit.PST.3PL if have.PST.3PL the keys
'Did they admit if they had the keys?'

(8)

a. Han confessat [que/ #si s'han endut diners]
have.3PL confessed that/ #if SE.have.IND.3PL taken money
They confessed that/ #if they took the money.'
b. Han confessat [si s'han endut diners]?
have.3PL confessed if SE.have.IND.3PL taken money
'Did they confess if they took the money?'

An interesting fact about Catalan and Spanish UEQs, discussed in Quer 1996, is
that apart from the counterpart to the if-clause, UEQs can be realised as subjunctive
clauses introduced by the so-called declarative complementiser que (9-10). Subjunctive
UEQs have a distribution similar to that of if-UEQ's (observe the parallelism between the
(a) and (c) examples}, the same reading as if-UEQ's and are compatible with an 'or not'
coda with embedded scope that is otherwise excluded in an embedded declarative
complement (see the (b) examples). For details see Quer 1996. We return to subjunctive
UEQs in section 4.

(9)

a.

Han confessat [que s'hagin endut diners (o no)]?
have.3PL confessed that SE.have.SUBJ.3PL taken money or not
'Did they confess if they took the money or not?'

b. *Han confessat [que s'han endut diners o no]?
have.3PL confessed that SE.have.IND.3PL taken money or not
c. Han confessat [si s'han endut diners (o no)]?
have.3PL confessed if SE.have.IND.3PL taken money or not
'Did they confess if they took the money or not?'
(10)

Catalan

a. Reconocieron [que tuvieran las Haves (o no)]?
admit.PST.3PL that have.SUBJ.3PL the keys or not
'Did they admitted if they had the keys or not?'
b. *Reconocieron [que ternan las Haves o no]?
admit.PST.3PL that have.IND.3PL the keys or not

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1997
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c. Reconocieron [si tenfan las llaves (o no)]'!
admitPST.3PL if have.IND.3PL the keys or not
'Did they admitted if they had the keys or not'!'

1.2

Spanish

Semantic Correlates

Even at an intuitive level, it seems rather indisputable that the semantic objects
realised as a that-clause and as an if-clause are not quite the same. A that-clause
embedded by a P-predicate expresses a Proposition: this is the reason why the
continuation of the microdiscourse in (lla) constitutes a contradiction: the proposition
"Herbert is a thief' is what the matrix subject said, and not its negation.
(l la)

I said already today that Herbert was a thief.

#In fact, I said he wasn't

By contrast, an if-clause embedded under the same predicate expresses a
disjunction of propositions, P or not P (in our case "either that Herbert is a thief or that
Herbert is not a thief'). This is the reason why, abstracting away from the markedness of
the first sentence in (11 b), the continuation of the discourse is totally consistent: one of
the disjuncts was asserted by the matrix subject
(lib)

I said already today if Herbert was a thief.
In fact, I said he wasn't

In an interrogative context like (l l c) no awkwardness arises when the verb combines
with aUEQ.
(l l c)

-Did you say already today if Herbert was a thief'!
-Yes, I said he wasn't.

From these interpretive contrasts the following generalisation arises: P -predicates,
which s-select for a Proposition, accept comfortably a disjunctive reading for their
complement (realised as an embedded question) only when syntactically "altered", for
example by negation or a Q Operator, as in (3-4). The next step is to f"md an explanation
for this generalisation.

2.

Analysis

2.1

NPI-like Behaviour

The following data shows thatUEQs are licensed by Negative Polarity Item (NPI)
licensers. In (3-4) we saw that a Yes/No Question and Negation , prototypical NPI
licensers crosslinguistically, constitute adequate "alterations" for a P-predicate to
naturally take a UEQ as a complement However, the broader set of standard NPI
licensers4 appears to overlap with theUEQ licensing contexts:

Negative Quantifiers
(12)

�knew/admitted/heard/said [if the bartender was happy]

4 For a recent thorough discussion on Polarity Item licensing,
therein.
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'Only' Focus
(13)

Only Julie knew/admitted/heard/said [if the bartender was happy]

Antecedent of Conditional
(14)

If they admitted [if they had the keys], then things would be much easier

Adversative Predicates
(15)

We �to admit [if they had the keys]

'Without'-Clauses
(16)

�knowing [if they have the keys], there's nothing we can do.

Other Polarity Item (PI) licensing contexts where UEQs also occur naturally are: the
restriction of universal quantifiers, imperatives, b efore -clauses free relatives and
too-clauses.5 The overlap of licensing environments for NPI and UEQ turns out to be too
overwhelming to be deemed coincidental.
,

Furthermore, UEQ licensing, like NPI licensing, is subject to configurational
restrictions: the licenser must c-command the if-clause by Spell-Out If this requirement
is not satisfied, as in (17, 18), the structure yields the same odd result as a case of
"unaltered" P-predicate taking a UEQ, as in (1b) and (2b).
(17)

#[The politician [that �believed]] admitted [if he had stolen the documents]

(18)

#[[�'s] teacher] knew [if there was life on Mars]

The conclusion that must be drawn from these robust empirical generalisations is
that there is some kind of (N)PI-like element involved in the licensing of UEQs.
2.2

Proposed Structure

We propose the structure in (19) for UEQs, where the embedded interrogative CP
appears as the complement of a D head, realised in tum as a Clausal Polarity Item (CPI).
This configuration bears a close structural parallelism with analyses of factive
complements (/ regret it that I kissed him) that, stemming from Kiparsky & Kiparsky's
1971 work, argue for a nominal projection above the CP complement

5 Licensing by the conditional mood has been not included in the repertory, because it seems to give rise to
another type of construction, the non-logical if or irrealis if (for different views on the issue, see Williams
1974, Pesetsky 1991 and Rothstein 1995 a.o.) whose properties are closer to those of an antecedent of
conditional than to a UEQ.
(i)

Julie would know/admit/hear/say (it) if Anson were/was happy

Chris Wilder (p.c.) has pointed out to us that languages that distinguish between an interrogative C and a
conditional C use the latter in cases like (i) (Dutch ofvs. al.rlwanneer, German ob vs. wenn, etc.).

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1997
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(19)
VP

.......

V

,

admit

DP

.......

D

I

CPI

CP

/"'....

c

I

if

D
TP

lx: was happy

The predictions that fall out from such an analysis provide an answer to the
questions posed in section 1:
I. A polarity licenser will have to bind the CPI to give well-formedness in the
cases detailed in section 2.1. This explains why (N)PI-licensing contexts and UEQ
licensing contexts overlap: the "alteration" required to license a UEQ reduces to the
introduction of an NPI licenser.
II. The absence of a licenser for the CPI will give a free-choice (unlicensed)
reading to the CPI, resulting in semantic oddness, rather than pure ungrammaticality.

The postulation of a CPI heading the UEQ opens up a way to solve the initial
problem related to the s-selectional properties of P-predicates: if they s-select
propositions, how are they able to take an embedded question as a complement? Under
this analysis, the answer is quite straightforward: in ( 19), for example, 'admit' does not
take a question directly, but rather a CPI with the rough meaning "any proposition with
the form [that he was happy) or [that he was not happy)". Although the semantics of the
CPI will have to be made more precise, the intuition is clear and provides us with an
elegant solution to the s-selectional paradox we were confronted with at the outset

2.3

Consequences

There are some important consequences that follow from the analysis put forth in
this section and that give further support to the proposal.

2.3.1

Extraction

The most straightforward consequence of the structure proposed in ( 19) is that
extraction out of a UEQ should result in a Complex NP Constraint effect. This turns out
to be the case, as attested in (20), which contrasts with the case of a Selected Embedded
Question (SEQ), which appears to yield a mil!ler effect due to extraction out of a Wh
island (21).

(20)

*What did noone admit if John had stolen?

UEQ

(21)

?What did noone ask if John had stolen?

SEQ

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol27/iss1/2
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The structural parallelism we have drawn above between UEQs and factive clauses
headed by a pronominal element like it is confirmed by the extraction facts: while (22)
has the status of a strong island violation, the extraction out of an it-less CP (no DP layer
is postulated) gives a good result (23).
(22)

*What did the bartender regret it that David had stolen?

(23)

What did the bartender regret that David had stolen?

The same divide between UEQs and SEQs with respect to extraction can be
reproduced in Catalan (24) vs. (26). The interesting extra piece of evidence in
Catalan/Spanish is that extraction out of subjunctive UEQs results in strong island effects
as well (25). Without the analysis provided above, whereby a DP layer containing the
CPI dominates the complement both in (24) and (25), we would lack an explanation for
the opacity of the subjunctive clause, since subjunctive clauses have been argued to be
more transparent than indicative ones with respect to several grammatical processes
(Picallo 1985, Progovac 1993, a.o.):
(24)

*Que no va confessar ningu [si havia robat Ia Iona]?
what not did.3SG confess nobody if had stolen the Iona

UEQ

(25)

*Que no va confessar ningu que hagues robat Ia Iona?
what not did.3SG confess nobody that had.SUBJ stolen the Iona

UEQ

(26)

Que van preguntar si havia robat la Iona?
what did.3PL ask if had stolen the Iona

SEQ

2.3.2

Topic Clauses

If c-command of the CPI at Spell-Out by the licensing element is a condition on a
well-formed UEQ, topicalisation will remove the UEQ from the c-command domain of
the licenser, yielding an odd free-choice like reading. The prediction is borne out:
whereas topicalisation of a that-clause does not appear to affect the judgements (27b), a
topicalised UEQ results in a marked interpretation (28b).
(27)

a. Noone admits that there's life on Mars
b. That there's life on Mars, noone admits

(28)

a. Noone admits if there's life on Mars
b. #If there's life on Mars, noone admits

2.3.3

Subject Clauses

By the same reasoning, UEQs are not expected to be licensed naturally in subject
position if the licenser occurs lower in the structure, just as subject (N)Pls are not
legitimate if they are not c-commanded by the licenser. Thus, the subject if-clauses in
(29b, 30b) fail to be licensed by negation in Infl in the same way subject (N)Pls are not
licensed by clausemate negation.
(29)

a. That there was life on Mars wasn't disputed by the NSA
b. #If there was life on Mars wasn't disputed by the NSA

(30)

a. Whether the bartender has the keys isn't clear
b. #If the bartender has the keys isn't clear

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1997
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Some Phonetic Motivation: Basque

At first sight, if one put aside the extraction facts, it could be argued that the polar
properties of UEQs can be attributed to the clause as such, making the postulation of a
CPI superfluous. However, there appears to be evidence from Basque that some
languages have an overt realisation of the CPl.
What Laka ( 1990, 1994) identifies as the overt realisation of a [Neg]
Complementizer in Basque (-mik) actually has a wider distribution than just the cases
where it is selected by a negative predicate. Matrix negation (3la) and questions (32) also
constitute licensing contexts for -enik complement clauses ((31-32) from Uribe
Etxebarria 1994):
(31)

a.

Jonek ez du esan [Bilbora joango denik]
Jon.E NEG AUX say Bilbao.to go.FUT AUX.enik
'Jon didn't say that he was going to Bilbao'

b. Jonek ez du esan [Bilbora joango dela]
Jon.E NEG AUX say Bilbao. to go.FUT AUX.ela
'Jon didn't say that he was going to Bilbao'
(32)

Aipatu dute [hemen gaudenik]?
mention AUX here are.we.enik
'Did they mention that we are here?'
'Did they mention about us being here?'

(Uribe-Etxebarria 1994)

As well as -enik, Basque possesses another complementiser -elo. occurring in
declarative complements (3 1b). The main differences between -enik and the declarative
complementiser -elo. can be summarised as follows:
(i) -enik must be licensed in a specific set of contexts/configurations (31-32), while -elo.
has a wider distribution;
(ii) unlike the clauses introduced by - elo., -enik clauses are typically non-presuppositional
and must stay in the scope of the licensing element (negation, Q operator, etc.);
(iii) NPis can be licensed long-distance across - enik, but not across -eta;
(iv) the prototypical contexts where -enik is licensed are also the licensing contexts for
Spanish/Catalan subjunctive UEQs, and they yield a similar interpretation. Clauses
introduced by -elo. parallel Catalan/Spanish indicative complements.
Out of this brief characterisation, the crucial observation is that the prototypical
licensing configurations for -enik clauses coincide with those of subjunctive UEQ cases
in Catalan and Spanish. An additional fact supporting our analysis is that, in compliance
with morphological properties and the headedness parameter specific to the language, the
complementiser -enik can be decomposed into two constituents, as represented in (34):
the first one is a bound C morpheme that appears in several complementiser uses (relative
clauses, embedded questions, etc.), while the second one corresponds to what Basque
grammars traditionally label as Partitive Case marking, and it normally appears attached
to nominal heads (Laka 1990, 1994, Uribe-Etxebarria 1994):
(34)

-(e)n
c

+

ik
Partitive

Partitive case in Basque is only licensed in a certain set of contexts, which are
typical NPI licensing contexts (from Laka 1996):

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol27/iss1/2
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Negative

(35)

0

zazpi gizoni ez diet lanik eman
seven man.D not have.them.l work.PRT given
'I have not given any work to seven men'

Interrogative

(36)

°

9

etxeko txakurrari hezurrik eman diozu?
house.of dog.DET.D bone.PRT given have.ityou
'Have you given any bone to the dog of the house?'

Conditional

(37)

Mirenen anaiei oparirik ekarri badiezu
Miren.GEN brother.DET.PL presentPRT brought if.have.them.you
'If you have brought any present to Miren's brothers'

Laka ( 1993: 158) hypothesizes that "what is referred to as 'partitive case' in Basque is a
polar determiner, much like English any". 6 Linking this observation with the proposal
made above for UEQs, we conclude that the -ik. identifiable in the complex C head of
enik clauses is the overt realisation in Basque of the CPI posited above.
-

The analysis set out here is supported by further data from Basque: the language
displays another C complex -ena, which is decomposable into a C head plus the definite
determiner -a, as depicted in (38):
(38)

-(e)n
c

+

-a

Determiner

Its use is restricted to a number of predicates that take factive complements like 'to know',
'to be clear/evident', etc.:
(39)

a.

Ikusi dot [askorik ez dakiana]
see AUX.1SG much.PART not know.3SG.ana
'I have seen/realised that he doesn't know much.'

b. Ezagun da [kopiatu dauana]
known is cheat AUX.ena
'It is clear/known that he cheated (on the exam).'

(Uribe-Etxebarria 1994)

Given the proposal above, the Basque facts confirm the structural parallelism between
UEQs and it-factive clauses that we suggested on independent theoretical and empirical
grounds.

6 Laka 1996: 3.2.1. further argues: "The partitive marker ik is incompatible with any other determiner,
which suggests that the marker is in complementary distribution with the elements in the determiner class.
Moreover,(... ) the partitive marker carries a semantic value with it, one of polar indefiniteness."

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1997
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3.

Collocational Restrictions

3.1

D-C (ln)compatibility

As noted above, a P-predicate like 'admit' s-selects a proposition and it is only
through the mediation of a CPI that it can combine with a question, giving rise to the
UEQ configuration. In addition, compatibility between the clausal D head and the CP
must be required, as the following paradigm makes clear: the pronominal definite it,
which can head a proposition realised as a that-clause, cannot head an interrogative CP
(40), even in UEQ licensing contexts (41-42):7
(40)

The bartender admitted it that/#if Julie was happy

(41)

Did the bartender admit it that/#if Julie was happy?

(42)

The bartender didn't admit it that/#if Julie was happy

The required compatibility between the D element and the complement CP can be
understood in two possible ways: either semantic compatibility is what determines the
choices, or else the C head of interrogative clauses must have some sort of feature that
must be checked by the· CPI in D (in contrast to that clauses). The options can be
summarised in the following two kinds of assumptions:
(43)
or

(44)

Factive it and CPI are only semantically compatible with -Q and +Q CPs
respectively,
CPI checks some feature of the interrogative CP

In section 4 we come back to this issue, after discussing which features play a role in the
derivation, and we argue that semantic compatibility cannot be the whole explanation.
3.2

Extraction Revisited

A licit question to ask is why a CPI occurs in the case of a UEQ but not in the
case of a SEQ (Recall that the observed assymmetry in extraction between the two cases
follows from this):
(45)

•what did the bartender say if David had stolen?

UEQ

(46)

?What did the bartender wonder if David had stolen?

SEQ

Given the s-selectional requirements of the embedding P-predicate, a UEQ must have a
CPI as its head in order to ensure satisfaction of those requirements and to avoid an s
selectional mismatch. We noted above that the CPI further requires an interrogative CP
complement. Since a CPI is not compatible with a Q-predicate like 'wonder' it follows
that the disjunction of propositions denoted by a CPI and the Question denoted by a
syntactically interrogative CP cannot be identical entities at the level at which s-selection
takes place.

7 For an apparent counterexample like (i) to this generalisation, see til. 5 above:
(i)

Anson would admit it that/if Julie w as happy

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol27/iss1/2
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11

Subjwtetives

Catalan and Spanish face us with a further problem: in these languages, UEQs,
unlike SEQs, can be realised as a subjunctive clause headed by the so-called declarative
complementiser que.
A straightforward solution to this problem might be that Catalan!Spanish que is
an instance of a pure subordinator (just a C) that does not encode Clause Type/Modality
at all. Suppon for this comes from a range of non-declarative uses of this conjuction (we
give examples from Catalan):
Declarative
(47)

Ha dit [que em trucad]
have.3SG said that me call.IND.FUT.3SG
'He said he will call me'

Relative Clause

(48)

El compacte [ Op que em vas regalar]
the CD that me AUX.IND.PAST.2SG give
The CD you bought me'

Quotative Question
(49)

Pregunten [que [si hi anirem]]
ask.3PL that if LocCI go.IND.FUT.3PL
They ask if we will go'

Matrix Yes/No Question
(50)

Que vindds?
that come.IND.FUT. 2SG
Will you come?'

Command
(51)

Que marxi!
that go.SUB.PRS.3SG
'Let him go!'

This characterisation of Catalan/Spanish que is in line with Bhatt & Yoon's 1991
(cf. also Rizzi 1995) proposal, according to which: (a) within the category C, Modality
marking should be dissociated in some cases from purely subordinating heads, and (b)
Clause Type/Modality can be sometimes encoded separately on an M head below C.

In the light of this proposal, Catalan/Spanish subjunctive UEQs would have a
structure like the one in (52) by Spell-Out, where the Camp domain is split into two
categories, CP and a Modality Phrase (MP). Given such a structure, we would only have
to assume that subjunctive verbs have an (uninterpretable) feature [mod] that has to
covenly check off [mod] on M and delete. The modalised character of the sentence
would be structurally represented through the presence of MP.
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(52)
CP

.......

c

MP

�

I

�

TP

M

I

/""-....

mod

fj
VP

T

I

v

I

mod

... t. ..

Declarative CPs are also introduced by que, but are non-modalised. Structurally
they are just CP-lP, with no MP present. We can derive this from the natural assumption
that indicative verbs lack a [mod] feature. If M was projected and the verb appeared in
the indicative, [mod] on M could not be checked and the derivation would crash.
Under this analysis, subjunctive CPs are excluded as complements of
interrogative predicates because que has no [ +Q] feature to satisfy the selectional
requirements of the matrix predicate. Subjunctive CPs can appear as complements of a
CPI, as is the case with UEQs, because there is no selectional requirement involved
between D and CP (moduw semantic compatibility).
The other possibility offered by Bhatt & Yoon's system is a lexical
complementiser that realises both categories CP and MP. Catalan/Spanish si would
constitute such a case (a syncretic category, in Giorgi and Pianesi's 1996 terms).
(53)
CMP

�

CM

I

si

TP

�

T

I

v

fj
VP

... ! ...

The interrogative complementiser si is endowed with the features [+Q] and [mod].
Through Merge, the latter checks off [mod] on C/M (cf. Chomsky 1995: 290).
Interrogative si clauses consistently display the indicative mood in Catalan/Spanish.
Subjunctive morphology is excluded in (53) because the [mod] feature on the verb could
not be eliminated and the derivation would crash. Having the [ +Q] feature on C/M, they
can appear both as SEQ and UEQ.
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However, this line of reasoning contains at least two undesirable aspects: (i) the
postulation of M in (52) is for purely theory internal reasons; (ii) si and C/M must be
separate elements in the numeration if the former checks the latter's features. Again, C/M
here is proposed merely to get the distributional correlations right
Let us develop a more refined analysis which does away with the M projection
but retains the basic insights. To this end, we adopt the following assumptions:
(a) Only -Interpretable features attract (cf. Chomsky 1995: 282).
(b) The [mod] feature is +Interpretable only on C. It is -Interpretable on a subjunctive
verb and on the CPl. It is absent from indicative morphology.
The different possibilities are accounted for as follows. An if-clause under an
interrogative predicate satisfies a c-selectional requirement for [+Q] (perhaps by covert
feature checking (Svenonius 1994)). The [mod] feature on C, being +Interpretable, is
irrelevant here:
(54)

Pregunta [si el pensen convidar]
ask.3SG if him think.IND.3PL to-invite
'He asks if they are planning to invite him.'
v

[+Q]

c

[+Q]
[mod]

v

A subjunctive que-clause under an interrogative verb yields a bad result because que
lacks the [ +Q] feature required by the c-selectional properties of the Q-predicate. Further,
[mod] on the subjunctive verb cannot be checked and, since it survives at LF as a Interpretable feature, it causes the derivation to crash.
(55)

*Pregunta [que el pensin convidar]
ask.3SG that him think.SUBJ.3PL to-invite
v

[+Q]

c

v

[mod]

A si-UEQ, that is a si-clause under a P-predicate, is grammatical, since the CPI on the D
head satisfies the s-selectional requirements of the P-predicate, and the feature [mod] on
C checks off the -Interpretable [mod] on D.
(56)

Han comentat [si el pensen convidar]?
have.3PL mentioned if him think.IND.3PL to-invite
'Did they mention if they are planning to invite him?'
v

D
C
[mod] [mod]
[+Q]

V

A subjunctive UEQ yields equally a good result: the feature [mod] on D can be checked
off by [mod] on the subjunctive verb across C, since C, que in this case, is featureless and
it does not interfere with the checking of [mod].
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Han comentat [que el pensin convidar]?
have.3PL mentioned that him think.SUBJ.3PL to-invite
'Did they mention if they are planning to invite him?'
v

D
[mod]

C

v

[mod]

A si-UEQ in the subjunctive would yield a crashing derivation because of the unchecked
[mod] feature on the embedded verb: in order to abide by the Minimal Link Condition,
[mod] on C would have to check [mod] on D ftrst, leaving the [mod] feature on the verb
unchecked.

(58)

•Han comentat [si el pensin convidar]?
have.3PL mentioned if him think.SUBJ.3PL to-invite
v

V
C
D
[mod] [mod] [mod]
[+Q]

Finally, the derivation of a si-clause without a CPI under a P-predicate would crash as a
result of the unchecked [mod] feature on V, since the feature [mod] on C, being
+Interpretable, could not attract [mod] on V. Furthermore, it would yield an s-selectional
mismatch between the matrix P-predicate and the [+QJ CP complement:
(59)

•Han comentat [si el pensin convidar]?
have.3PL mentioned if him think.SUBJ.3PL to-invite
v

c

v

[mod] [mod]
[+Q]

It tum s out that this more articulated account of the syntactic derivations manages
to cover the whole empirical range of data. Moreover, the crucial role played here by the
CPI in the feature checking process provides further support for the analysis of UEQs
presented in section 2.

5.

Conclusions

The main conclusions reached in this paper can be summarised as follows:
I. Clauses may be introduced by a polar determiner, in certain respects parallel to
factive it, which accounts for the distribution and interpretation of UEQs.
II. Clause typing arises from an interaction between semantic factors and syntactic
feature checking.
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